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longer approve the Minnitt apparatus for use by unsupervised
midwives. This was only to be expected, though it is perhaps
unfortunate that the reason given by the board for its decision
is the withdrawal by the British Oxygen Company of main-
tenance facilities. The same decision could have been more
appropriately based on clinical considerations alone.
Thus the Minnitt era of obstetric analgesia with nitrous

oxide and air comes to an end. Millions of mothers and
innumerable midwives and doctors have good reason to be
grateful to Dr. R. J. Minnitt, the distinguished Liverpool
anaesthetist, for his energy and foresight in introducing this
method. That his original mixture is now superseded by one
thought to be safer is the inevitable result of advances in
physics, engineering, and in the physiological and clinical
outlook of anaesthetists and obstetricians. His outstanding
contribution is not diminished thereby.

Mental Illness and the Family
Doctor

The disproportion between the amount of mental illness in
the population and the scanty resources devoted to its allevia-
tion is striking. Sir Denis Hill, of the Maudsley Hospital,
noted in a lecture a year' ago that " the vast load of neurotic
suffering in the community " has received little recognition
despite some special arrangements made for psychopaths,
alcoholics, disturbed adolescents, and some other groups. But
the bitter lesson is now being learnt, he believes, that for most
categories of these sick people there are neither the financial
resources nor the trained or interested personnel to fulfil the
recommendations made in official reports. " Much has been
recommended but little has or apparently can be done to
implement them."

In the Rock Carling fellowship lecture, published in
extended form as a monograph,2 Sir Denis returned to the
theme this week. Despite a great expansion of the mental
health services he considers their development lacks adequate
planning or any general understanding of the roles of the
people working in them. The great danger is that the indi-
vidual needs of the patient will be overlooked. The objective
of providing continuing care, he says, has been lost sight of in
the conflict of opinion about the roles and responsibilities of
the general practitioner, the hospital-based psychiatrist, and
the local-authority social worker. In fact " administrative
enthusiasm is in danger of supplanting good clinical judge-
ment."

This criticism needs to be taken seriously. The admitted
shortage of trained staff at all levels for coping with the
mentally ill is defect enough in the health services without the
added complication of confusion over their functions. Yet
there can hardly be any branch of medicine in which con-
tinuous care of the patient by staff who know his individual
needs is more essential. Once again the role and training of
the general practitioner come into question. So often and
variously described as the backbone, linchpin, or keystone of
our oddly constructed health service, family doctors must be
tired of hearing how indispensable they are to undertaking
work for which they have received so little training. Accord-
ing to Sir Denis Hill general practitioners attempt to help
over 90% of the psychiatric sick who present to them-
perhaps two million patients a year in England and Wales.

The mental states of these patients, numerous though they
seem to be, may not represent any real increase of psychiatric
illness in the population but simply be coming to the attention
of the medical profession now. The result is an enormous
demand by people for whom little provision has been made,
and it is a demand on the caring professions, as Sir Denis
puts it, which the present state of national finance and man-
power could not hope to meet.
The general practitioner's continuing responsibility for his

patients, a traditional role and one still acceptable today,
should, in Fir Denis's view, be seen as the first priority, if for
no other reason than its significance to the treatment of a vast
amount of illness in the population-that is, mental and
behavioural disorders. He reiterates what consultants in
other branches of medicine have said in the past in the
emphasis he places on the benefit that comes to patients from
having a physician who knows their family and the back-
ground of their life. General practitioners would probably
largely agree with him, but whether they find their training,
despite improvements in recent years, properly fits them for
the role in the management of the mentally sick is more
questionable.
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Haemolysis in Hepatitis and
Jaundice

The idea that more than one system is affected in acute
infectious hepatitis largely stems from detailed studies carried
out by M. E. Conrad and his colleagues' 2 on a group of
American soldiers who developed the disease in Korea. In
addition to changes in the mucosa of the small gut and in
the kidney they found that the haemopoietic system was
affected, which may be of more consequence. Rarely, a pro-
found pancytopenia with marrow aplasia develops,3 or a
severe haemolytic anaemia, which is sometimes associated
with serum autoantibody.4 More commonly there is a
transient depression of bone-marrow function with mild
leucopenia, thrombocytopenia, and anaemia. A mild haemo-
lysis contributes to the anaemia. In previous studies Conrad
and his colleagues2 showed that 25% of the patients had a
slightly shortened survival of erythrocytes during the acute
stage of the illness, but the rate of haemolysis was insufficient
to cause anaemia without a simultaneous decrease in produc-
tion of these cells. Further evidence of a temporary depres-
sion of bone marrow-function was seen in the appearance of
megaloblasts in about a third of the patients.2 Though the
haemolysis enhances the hyperbilirubinaemia, it does not
cause a reticulocytosis until the function of the bone marrow
recovers.

In a recent paper Conrad" illustrates the findings in the
"median patient" of the 68 cases of infectious hepatitis
studied. A significant decrease in the packed cell volume
(haematocrit value) was found for the first two weeks after
admission, and then during the third and fourth week
reticulocytosis was observed as the bone marrow recovered.
This "median patient" had been ill for five days and
jaundiced for one day before admission to hospital. He
became asymptomatic during the second week in hospital,
and laboratory tests returned to normal during the fourth
week. But there were three patients in whom a compensated
haemolytic state persisted for some years after recovery from
the hepatitis. An indirect hyperbilirubinaemia and persistent
reticulocytosis but with a normal haemoglobin level were
found six months and one year after the onset of jaundice.
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